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TOMBECKBEE BANK V. DUMELL ET AL.

[5 Mason, 56.]1

PARTNERSHIP—DISSOLUTION—SUBSEQUENT
ACCEPTANCE OF BILL.

A bill drawn upon a partnership, but not accepted until after
a dissolution of the partnership publicly announced, binds
only the partner, who accepts it, and not the other partners,
who have not consented thereto.

[Cited in Smith v. Milton, 133 Mass. 371. Cited in brief in
Southwick v. Allen, 11 Vt. 77.]

Assumpsit on a bill of exchange drawn on 17th of
March, 1827, in Alabama, by Stone, Ellis & Co., at
sixty days' sight, on the defendants, for $3,000, payable
to Moses Sewall or order, and by him indorsed to
the plaintiffs. The declaration averred a presentment
for acceptance, and an acceptance and subsequent non-
payment. There were other counts on other similar
bills. Plea, the general issue. At the trial, the sole
defence relied on was, that the acceptance was made
by Jacob Dumell after the dissolution of the
partnership between him and his co-defendant, John
Lyman. It appeared in evidence, that the firm was
dissolved on the 1st of January, 1827; but it was not
advertised in the newspapers until the 5th of April,
1827, when it was published at Providence, where the
firm carried on business. The acceptances of all the
bills were after the dissolution was so advertised.

William A. Burgess, for plaintiff.
Richard N. Greene, for defendant Lyman.
Thomas Burgess, for defendant Dumell.
STORY, Circuit Justice. Upon this statement of

facts, which is not controverted, I am of opinion, that
the plaintiffs are not entitled to recover. No partner
has any authority after a dissolution of the partnership,
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to bind his copartners by any new contract. The
acceptance of these bills is altogether a new contract.
It is true, that if the partnership is still ostensibly
carried on in the name of the firm, and no public
notice is given of the dissolution of the partnership,
though it is secretly dissolved, third persons, dealing
with the firm upon the faith of the partnership and
joint responsibility, are entitled to hold all the partners.
But it is otherwise, where the dissolution is made
public. Here, before the acceptance, the dissolution
was publickly announced. The partners had not held
out to the payee, or the present holders, that they
would accept the bill. Every non-accepted bill is
necessarily taken upon the faith and credit of the
drawer; and no person can bind the drawee by his
acceptance, except a person having an express or
implied authority for that purpose. After the
dissolution of the partnership, and a public notice of
it, there was a withdrawal of all such authority; and
consequently the acceptance, as to John Lyman, is void.
Upon principle then, the action, being joint upon a
joint acceptance, fails as to both.

Mem. By consent of the parties, the plaintiff
discontinued as to Lyman, amended his declaration,
and took a judgment against Dumell alone.

1 [Reported by William P. Mason, Esq.]
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